There is a fundamental tension in the collaboration between arts practitioners and technology researchers-one that is a potential obstacle to collaboration, and thus to opportunities for the creative industries investigated by the Creator research cluster. This major division in research and practice is in the negotiation of "aesthetic intention" between the computational and human domains. This negotiation is not related so much to the hypothetical agency of the machine itself, but to differing expectations of creative agency among the human collaborators: in particular between the practitioner, who creates artwork, and the technologist, who builds tools.
In non-computerised art forms, there are well-established boundaries between the creative acts undertaken by makers of tools and instruments, by makers of specific artworks, and by "makers" of the artistic experience as creative interpretation from audience and critics. All of these boundaries are open to renegotiation in art that is produced by or with computers. The tensions in making and applying technology creatively can often be traced to failures to manage, or even recognise, this renegotiation.
We convened a group of eminent psychologists, artists, philosophers, and technologists to explore this boundary. Together we discussed, described, and re-thought the established technical boundaries of creative agency. As a specific focus for that discussion, we probed the notion of "computational aesthetics", a term which has been appropriated by engineers to mean the automated evaluation of image quality, by critics to mean the distinctive material genres of computer arts, and by technologists to mean specific programming technologies.
We were motivated, in part, by the establishment of a successful international symposium series, Computational Aesthetics [1] , which Dodgson is chairing in 2009. The series was started in 2005 by a group of computer graphics practitioners working with "artistic" computer algorithms. They recognised that their work suffered from a lack of interaction with practitioners. The symposium attracts both artists and technologists to discuss their art and their technology in a collaborative environment.
Encounters between this engineering approach to aesthetics and arts practitioners tend to be uncomfortable, where they happen at all. We believe that recognising and understanding that discomfort is an essential prerequisite for moving beyond current modes of disciplinary exchange, and in redrawing the new boundaries of working collaboration that should be possible in digital art research and making. This research process was therefore facilitated by Blackwell, using a method for interdisciplinary design workshops [2] .
The resulting discussion raised a wide range of questions across the disciplines, and also demonstrated some of the dramatic differences in understanding between disciplines. Some of the key questions are elucidated in the remainder of this paper.
Why Computational Aesthetics?
The computer scientists who named the symposium series were challenged that they were using the philosophical term "aesthetics" where "artistic" would be more appropriate. The concept of "computational aesthetics" could be much richer than this narrow understanding.
Computational aesthetics could more properly be the consideration of those processes that are unique to computers that illuminate the philosophy of art. What, if anything, in the automated world of the machine can illuminate the human apprehension of art?
It was also argued that computational aesthetics could less broadly relate to the aesthetic questions that can be applied to computer art or generative art [3] . The latter is where the artwork is generated, at least in part, by some process that is not under the artist's direct control. If the artist has no direct control, then what is the aesthetic value of the work?
In one sense, the name of the symposia might be a red herring. Any conference exists to serve the interests of the people who attend it, so there is little point in pushing it toward some interpretation of the title that does not correspond to their interests. In practice, their interests tend to be those of computer scientists who want to make art, analyse art, or make tools for artists. We thus need to ask whether there is particular demand from artists for tools of the kind produced by technologists.
Those researchers at our workshop who work directly with artists (or who are artists) find that artists' interests are highly individual. Even where it is possible to make computational tools that they find useful, those tools tend not to exhibit properties that could be generalised across a large population of artists. It may be that the true power of computer art could only be unleashed by an artist who is also a technologist: the artist must become a tool smith because the tools are too complex and too personal to be mass-produced.
Alternatively, computational techniques might be used as a critical tool to carry out statistical analysis or corpus processing research. This is already routine in literature and music, although with very specific hypotheses, and we think it likely that it will be applied to visual art in the future.
Computational aesthetics research, where it combines the concerns of making and analysing art, leads to the possibility that there may be a valuable opportunity for reflection by artists. In particular, when the interplay between computational and human perspectives can provide novel insights to the human condition of the artist, then it is likely that artists will find such insights stimulating.
The foregoing provides a spectrum of potential relationships between the practitioner and the technologist. But an alternative view is that computational aesthetics, whatever the status of the particular conference that uses that name, should be an invitation to philosophical investigation, and more specifically to the particular kinds of investigative methods used in cognitive science: the brain is a computational device, so computational simulation of human behaviour can provide opportunities for advances in knowledge.
The findings of such investigations can be applied in the study of art interpretation-can we simulate the processing of sense perceptions that lead to understanding of a work of art?-and in the study of art production-can we simulate the processes of the maker? A pragmatic view of these two questions might be, in the first case, the opportu-TransacTions nity to describe those levels of artistic experience that do not rely on social context or embodiment and, in the second, the concern to find a point at which responsibility might be divided between a human artist and an intelligent tool. In either case, the cognitive science position is to define research questions in which the precise characterisation of these partitions might be illuminating. For those making art, whether artists using computational tools or computer scientists wanting to make art, these questions might have practical implications, whether or not the philosophical questions are resolved.
Are computer graphics stuck in the 19
th century?
One perspective on the process of making comes from those who use computers as productivity tools, for example to make film visual effects. Many computer graphics researchers work in this domain. In addressing themselves to the aesthetics of imagery, they seek some automated measure of the aesthetic quality of an image. These practitioners can be accused of an early 19 th century European attitude to art: where the image is all-important and the process of production is irrelevant. This fails to acknowledge 20 th century developments, where the value of art is in the process, rather than product.
Indeed, the factors prevailing in the 20 th century art world combined to create an atmosphere conducive to experiment remote from the taste of the public at large: artists acting as researchers into the limits of their media and into the depths of the human psyche [4] . The computer graphics world still largely remains attached to the concept of art as decorative, with "aesthetic" reduced to meaning only "pleasing to the eye". That this approach is so lucrative is, perhaps, because our audiences also have a 19 th century viewpoint.
By contrast, since the late 1950s, a wide range of art has emerged that is generated wholly or partly by computational means. This body of work is not yet well known or discussed by philosophers of aesthetics [3] . It raises a range of issues, not least of which is how we could tell if a computer had made an art work, rather than doing what is was told by the artist?
This leads us to the question of how we learn to see art, and how to recognise when a piece of art is "right," either when it is being made-self assessment: when do you stop working on it? what needs to be fixed?-or when it is being assessed-whether for its value and contribution to a body and tradition of work, or by a viewer formulating his or her own response to the work.
Some of those at our workshop interpreted this as a classification problem: a perspective more typical of those coming from a computational orientation. Their concern is to say which membership set a piece of art belongs to. Alternative sets might include the sets of things that art might be about, the sets of good art and bad art, or the sets of art that is finished and unfinished.
From a technical perspective, one of the main challenges is the distinction between those classifications that might be made on the basis of a work's formal properties-the image relations that are directly visible in the work itself-and those classifications that require understanding of its symbolic properties-the ways that it is supposed to be interpreted by a reader.
That perspective, which focuses on analysis and reception of the artwork, is quite different from the perspective of those engaged in making art, for whom the process by which it has been made must be the origin of a work's meaning; in the words of a 4 year-old asked what she was drawing: "I don't know, it isn't finished yet." This perspective was explored by analogy to Borges' parable in which a man rewrites the start of Don Quixote word for word, not by copying Cervantes' text, but by so immersing himself in the process that he can recreate a new text identical to that of Cervantes [5] . The meaning of such a work cannot be reducible to its properties-the two texts of Quixote are identical-but must lie in cultured judgements of practice-it is the expertise of the second author that makes the new work so remarkable. The implication is not solely that of the Soviet Constructivist response to 19 th century Formalism, but a re-assessment of concerns that an audience might have with the authority and legitimacy of the artist. Constructivists attempted to present the process of production explicitly in the work, but much 20 th century work hides its process, either in mysteries hinted at on the surface (Rothko [6] ), or as a manifesto of technique knowable only from commentary of the maker (Schoenberg [7] ).
Must we step outside the frame?
These concerns raise the question not only of what the art is, but what it is about. Debate at the workshop was largely about the things that are "outside the frame": the senses in which the meaning of an artwork could only be fully realised in the whole human context of its production and reception. If we were to move forward from this, a more productive perspective might be to bring the computer "inside the frame", to address computational art as requiring new understandings of process, and subsequently new audience education, rather than assuming that it has any direct relationship to existing art forms.
Education implies the possibility of new ways in which artworks might be experienced and understood. Computer art may be considered deficient in this respect: the discourses around computer art do not currently take account of the ways in which the production process offers new meanings, or the ways in which the audience experiences the work as being computational, rather than as being simply an image or a performance that happens to be mediated by computerised tools.
From this alternative perspective, construction of computational tools for art might be concerned, neither with the classification or analysis of existing art, nor with modelling and augmenting the processes of producing artworks, but with the establishment of cultures in which the computational becomes a mode of experience that can augment or even replace other perceptions, crafts and mechanisms. LEONARDO 
Abstract
In this paper we present a practical study that formed part of the larger Creator project [1] . Data, such as GPS trails, video and audio files from a pervasive-performance were used to explore multidisciplinary understandings of such 'ephemeral' pieces. Video and audio content tagging was also explored as a device to aid in developing the archive for replay. It is recommended that projects involving artistic practice should make documentation and subsequent archiving part of their overall research strategy.
The relationship between liveness and recording is critical to many creative industries and their research communities including performance, music, live art, dance, theatre, new media, photography and animation. Live experiences can be recorded through a variety of media and recordings, and are often embedded into live experiences through a variety of well-established techniques and technologies. However, the move towards more distributed, mobile, mixed reality, intermedial, interactive, and social experiences challenges the nature of recording and replaying due to: o the highly dispersed nature of participants, being distributed across a mixture of real and virtual spaces; o the integration of multiple media with physical places, artifacts and actors; o the involvement of the public as active participants who contribute to the content of the experience; o the interleaving of different modes of time so that recordings are replayed as part of the experience. Here we discuss recordings of live performance for the purpose of the generation of an archive. Recording these new experiences in a way that captures their 'liveness' is extremely difficult. The most common approach in Performance Studies and HCI is to produce a video documentary. However, such documentaries typically only focus on one or two participants and present a linear and often much shortened account of their experiences. Newer ways of recording and replaying complex, non-linear, multi-participant experiences need to be developed to allow for new forms of performance documentation and archiving to emerge.
In order to explore our ideas we used Rider Spoke (2007) [2] , a mobile interactive performance work for cyclists developed by Blast Theory in collaboration with the Mixed Reality Laboratory at Nottingham University. Participants explored a city on cycles and engaged in a game of hide and seek in which they recorded and hid personal stories at chosen locations while also finding and listening to others' stories in turn. This piece was chosen as more than 700 participants had already performed it in a variety of locations. All related audio files and associated interactions were captured at the times of the original performances. A set of video recordings of participants taking part and an initial project documentary video was also available. Thus, Rider Spoke provides a relatively rich set of existing materials to explore the use of replay tools and the archiving of live new media artwork both from a practical and a theoretical point of view.
As the most likely users of an archive of new media work are academics in the arts and humanities, the HCI sector, artists, students, festival organisers and museum curators, we developed a list of metadata that would potentially benefit distinct and multidisciplinary research communities. As well as data concerning the title, name of artist(s), description, programme, venue, type of work, we found that new media work archives would benefit from linking artistgenerated materials (video, photographs, publicity as well as generative materials) with examples of user interaction, ethnographic materials and research frameworks developed over time (including reviews and academic papers). This juxtaposition of materials generated by different communities over time would allow for new and unexpected discoveries as the work could be viewed through growing numbers of disciplinary lenses. Crucially, no one view of the work should prevail over others as no technology or analytical method should claim a comprehensive understanding, capturing or structuring of the work. Rather, the archive, as well as its users, should declare their aims so that each perspective of analysis and viewing could be positioned and traced back to a methodological and ideological viewpoint. In this way the liveness of a given work would not so much be located in any one 'original' documentation but rather in its replay. The Digital Replay System A prototype synchronised replay viewer has been implemented using the Open Source Digital Replay System (DRS) a next generation Computer Aided Qualitative Data Analysis (CAQDAS) tool developed at the University of Nottingham [3] seen in Fig 1. The prototype is of a low fidelity type (meaning in this case that although most proposed inter-TransacTions face components are visible -giving the appearance of functionality -the actual implementation lacks depth so that it cannot actually be used for study since data only exists for a few users). Rather, our purpose was to investigate what components of a data replay and interrogation system would be useful (and tractable to develop) in order to better guide data capture requirements for subsequent events. During our discussions it became clear that "raw data" could never be viewed directly, rather it will always be seen through the lens of a re-player mechanism. The choice of this mechanism is often bound to the ideology of the person creating the device. For this reason, all windows were labeled with the name of the person who either created the data, or created a particular view of the data. For example, the video footage was created by an ethnographer following a participant on a bike with an accompanying audio track recorded by a device attached to the rider's chest. In the interface, this combined view was labeled "Peter's Ethnography". Two investigators, coming from different disciplinary backgrounds and with differing research agendas, independently tagged the ethnographic recording of three riders' experiences using a coding of their own devising "Gabriella's Tags" and "Jonathan's Tags". The map view shows the GPS data collected by a mobile phone worn by the rider -however, the GPS data cannot be considered a "true" representation of a rider's situation any more than a text file of tagged activities can reveal what a rider actually did in the original performance -since it is prone to all manner of distortions and interpretations. Indeed, since all data has been synchronised, it is often clear how far the GPS position has wavered from the rider's actual location when compared to the Video view. From the perspective of an interface designer, it is difficult to know how best to devise a replay system when that system will depend on the unpredictable future agenda of the person viewing the archive. If the goal is to record the experience itself, then none of the recordings we had available offered a first person perspective. All were either rerepresentations of logged data (e.g. video, audio, log data), or re-interpretation of the same. The "many windowed" approach we offer here shows only a small number of the many differing views there can be of an experience and could be potentially used to juxtapose first and third person observations, as well as documents created at different points in time. It may be possible to fuse these into a coherent whole, but it is likely that the best way to do this will be on a project-by-project basis as local requirements dictate.
Gabriella Giannachi and Jonathan Foster tagged a documentation video generated by an ethnographer, Peter Tolmie from Mixed Reality Laboratory. This was to show two different approaches to the 'interpretation' of the visual content of the original video: the Information Studies Perspective which can be seen in the figure above bottom right and the Performance Studies Perspective which can be seen top right.
The tags identified through the Performance Studies perspective focussed on visible actions. From the Information Studies perspective interest was focused on developing a generic tagging scheme. In order to introduce some control into the scheme, the initial tags drew on the game designers' vocabulary with tags selected from the Rider Spoke design documentation e.g. the game's question structure and content. These initial terms were considered flexible enough to be meaningful to a range of anticipated users of the archive (e.g. academic researchers), without discounting the possibility that these terms can in turn be extended by these same users. An effort was made to preserve the theatrical metaphor by keying scenes to locations (e.g. Location 13 Scene 13; Location 14 Scene 14; Location 14 Scene 15 etc). Once implemented this generic tagging scheme could then form part of a navigable meta-structure that would enable a user of the archive to navigate not only within one layer of the archive, e.g. the video layer, but would also enable the user to navigate between layers of the archive e.g. between the video layer and the audio layer. For example a user clicking on 'Brighton Seafront' could click through to all the examples of the use of this location w in the three documentation videos. At th same time, clicking on a question tag such as 'awake', or 'promise' for example would also take the user not only to other uses of 'awake' or 'promise' within th video layer but also to the associated tagged audio file within the audio layer. As mentioned, users would potentially be able to add their own tags to the initial tagging scheme and thereby extend its vocabulary. Response, Content Tags. These sample files were drawn from a broader selection of files that the game's designers had ranked as being "I would love to listen to this: exceptional, hilarious, moving, surprising, unique". This definition, along with the previous tags developed on the basis of the vocabulary contained in the design document, acted as the criteria for the development of the audio tags. As such this example also serves to illustrate how a user of the archive could navigate within the audio layer and between the audio layer and the video layer. Once again, users would also be able to add their own tags to the initial audio tags thereby extending the vocabulary.
We had insufficient data to link the ethnographic video to further documents (such as an interview to the participant, a running commentary by the ethnographer, etc) and the replay tool would need additional development to allow for accompanying links with the above-listed metadata for the video and audio content. A further iteration of this project would have looked at the integration of the website and the replay archive materials.
Conclusion & Recommendation
The recommendation is that projects involving artistic practice should make their documentation (and subsequent archiving) part of the overall research strategy. This would allow for the generation of important and project-specific methodologies for the documentation of practice-research and lead to the production of materials documenting all relevant phases of the process, which would then form the archive. It is crucial that these materials are developed in consultation with the artists and researchers involved in the process.
Visual effects companies began to establish themselves, in the film industry, in the 1980s. The potential of computers became fully apparent during the 1990s when they began to generate realistic imagery [1] . In the U.K. alone, visual effects and post-production are now worth over a billion U.S. dollars.
Today, the industry faces many issues critical to its future. To get a snapshot of current issues, we interviewed a range of creative professionals in London in December 2008. In particular, we elicited how those professionals in the creative industry thought that the universities could best help them.
The Organizations
We visited six organizations [A-F] representing different facets of the industry: A. A large visual effects company, dealing mostly with movies. The company employs 20 technical staff, 400 artists, plus management. B. A medium-sized post-production company, working on advertising, television, and movies. The company has over 100 employees, mostly visual effects artists. C. A software developer with 50 employees, producing software for post-production and visual effects. D. A systems developer with 70 employees producing combined software and hardware solutions for colour grading. E. A scanning and recording house, a member of an international group providing full services to the film industry, specializing in converting between digital and analogue media.
F. An independent consultancy specializing in coordinating research projects in this industry.
The Issues
We asked each organization to discuss current problems and desires. We subsequently categorised them three ways: 
Desirable new technologies
a) Human in the loop. There is much good university research on fullyautomatic methods for image processing and computer vision. These work well at the low quality end of the market (e.g., segmentation and 3D reconstruction). However, this work has had little impact on the high quality end, where everything is still done manually. It would be useful to investigate methods that solve particular problems (e.g., optical flow, boundary detection, and object detection) to help a human being either to direct the automated algorithm or to adjust the output of the automated algorithm quickly and efficiently. In either case the semi-automatic method will only be useful if the result is superior to the manual method while taking less time to achieve. [D] b) Repurposing. Research is needed into effective ways to reuse both footage and 3D models. Models tend to be made anew for each sequel. This is understandable as technology moves on, but it is increasingly expensive. However, we also find that the 3D models used for a movie are not used for the simultaneously-released accompanying game. How can we make better use of existing assets? [C,F] c) Finding assets. The databases of assets are now so large that we need to develop better ways to catalogue them and to search both images and 3D models. There are usually many different versions of a given asset: it is vital to find the correct version, not just the correct asset. [A,F] d) 3D reconstruction. Reasonable methods for the reconstruction of 3D objects exist but they work best with frame-synchronised views from binocular cameras. The next challenge is the extraction of data of good enough quality for the reconstruction of a complete 3D scene from multiple movie cameras. Some aspects of this problem remain challenging. Support for 3D (stereoscopic) movie-making has become a priority for the industry following the popularity of recent 3D releases. [2,C] e) Artistic control of physical simulation. Movie effects need to be visually plausible but the simulations that underlie them do not have to be physically realistic nor work for longer than the shot. There has been considerable research on producing physically realistic simulations. The industry needs physically plausible simulation that can be directed and modified by the artist [3] . For example, can we build a water simulator where the artist can control where the water goes? Could we make a cloth simulator which is physically plausible but which gives the artist control over specific behaviours? How do we make things that look plausible when they are physically impossible? [A,E] f) Making convincing digital humans. Human beings are good at recognizing and analysing the appearance and behaviour of other human beings. It is still difficult to make a convincing digital human. We know that there is evidence that a digital human that is not quite convincing is more disturbing to the average viewer than a digital human that is clearly not meant to be realistic ("the uncanny valley" [4] ). Compounding this is the problem that it is difficult to capture good face data and difficult to produce plausible animation of face data. Acquisition of human motion on set or on a soundstage is particularly expensive and therefore is only used if it is absolutely necessary. [A] g) Breaking free from pixels. A nonpixel format (e.g., that in [5] ) could be useful to break free from the problem of producing the same material at many different resolutions and needing to ensure that the original material is always shot at the highest resolution that you will need. Such a format would need to be able to handle all the processing that we currently do on pixelised images. In the long term there would need to be input devices (cameras) and output devices (projectors) that could handle the non-pixel format. [B] 2. Infrastructure a) Trans-coding media between digital formats. There has been a proliferation of formats. For example, a single work can be required in a dozen different formats resulting in a lot of CPU time and staff time converting between them. One way in which we could tackle this is to develop a video version of Adobe's Portable Document Format, a single file format that can be converted at need TransacTions either at the player or at the server when the player requests the file. [B] b) Backup of large data stores. A postproduction or visual effects house produces gigabytes of new data each day. At the small end of the scale, a 2K DPX movie frame requires 12MB, and a 4K frame can require as much as 144MB. At the large end, an advertising poster can be rendered with up to 600 megapixels, requiring 1.8GB. One company uses a 160 TB file store; another mentioned data volumes of several hundred terabytes. One company reported that no vendor of off-site backup was able to cope with the quantity of new data that they produce. Two companies commented that, because of the volume problem, they maintain their backups on site, with the obvious risks. For example, an upcoming feature film has 1700 effects shots, with 4 million assets, variations on those assets produce 10 million identifiable objects. These take up several hundred terabytes. How do we archive something like this? There are many subsidiary questions within this problem: for example, is it sufficient to store the original imagery and models along with a description of the process to get to the final shot? [A,F] e) Archiving footage in perpetuity. In addition to archiving assets in the short to medium term, there is a desire to archive the finished product forever. All physical media deteriorates, whether physical film, magnetic tape, or optical disc. Film has a life of around 40 years, though this varies considerably with storage conditions [6] . Some film has survived reasonably intact over 70 years [7] . LTO Ultrium (½" digital archive tape) has a predicted life of 15- 
Managing people and process
b) Managing workflow. The current methods for visual effects and postproduction follow a production line: each step in the process building on the previous one. Can we break free of this production line method and provide effective feedback loops between the different links in the production chain? [A] c) Managing a large workforce. The industry once consisted of small companies, within each of which everyone knew everyone else. Over the last decade, several of the companies have become too large to work in this way. How do we manage this creative, collaborative process when people in different parts of the chain do not know each other and have only a basic understanding of each other's roles? [A] d) Managing client expectations. Visual effects are now an ordinary part of the production pipeline, rather than anything special. Some movies now have over a thousand effects shots and even non-effects movies employ a lot of digital post-production. For example, a recent live-action movie with no visual effects still had over 900 shots that required CGI post-production, such as changing the sky colour and moving or removing background elements. Much effects work is time-consuming and labour-intensive. Many effects are generated using one-off solutions that are thrown together to get the result wanted by the director. Despite these difficulties, the companies find that their clients have little appreciation of which effects are straightforward to produce and which are extraordinarily expensive. There is a common belief that, if they have seen an effect in some other movie, then it must be straightforward to produce. [A,B]
Implications and Conclusions
With regard to research timescales, the universities and companies differ. The companies need solutions to their current problems, on a timescale of 6 to 24 months. The universities need to work on problems that will become pressing in 5 to 10 years time or on problems for which no solution is obvious to industry. The latter are those problems to which no company will devote resources but for which a solution would be useful, if one could be found.
Computer graphics and image processing researchers are best placed to tackle the development of new technologies in (1) . These are also the problems best suited to university timescales. We are working with some of the companies to research certain of these. Our colleagues in networking, information retrieval, databases, and engineering are best placed to tackle research issues in infrastructure (2), particularly how to handle backup and archive of large datasets. The managerial issues (3) demonstrate that some of the biggest problems facing the industry have little to do with technology and everything to do with people.
The article presents findings from an exploratory study investigating the nature of collaborative research and development in creative industries. Participants in the study are two creative SMEs with extensive experience of participating in collaborative projects. A collective case study approach is adopted with data collected on the factors impinging on the effectiveness of such collaborations. Findings are presented at the macro and micro levels of such collaborations. The paper concludes with a summary of some of the challenges faced by small creative SMEs when collaborating with other organizations during the research and development process. Keywords: Creative industries, collaborative processes, macro context, micro context, challenges.
It is a truism that research and development in any interdisciplinary form of work includes a division of labor and hence collaboration among specialists who possess differing but complementary expertise. Within the creative industries there are many examples of successful collaborations involving practice-based artists, researchers, and developers in the fields of e.g. animation, music, performing arts, and games. Many of these collaborations also involve mass public participation as a key ingredient in the work generated. Such creative collaborations often have "a distinctive character [though] that challenges traditional models of research and business innovation. Specifically, the creative industries revolve around dynamic and often unorthodox coalitions, whereby numerous small and microbusinesses come together for the duration of a single project, then disband and form new partnerships for the next project" [1] . This structural preference for short-term project-oriented work poses some problems when a more conducive approach to creative practice may be to engage and sustain a creative collaboration over an extended period of time. This article reports on issues arising from an exploratory study into the factors that motivate arts-based organizations to engage in creative collaborations, the issues arising from their experience of the collaborative processes involved, along with any consequences for the sustainability of such collaborations beyond the duration of a single project. If practice-based research into creative industries is to continue to flourish, an understanding of some the factors that influence enable and constrain the viability of such collaborations may be useful for a range of audiences included arts practitioners, researchers, and policy-makers. A collective case study approach was adopted for an investigation into these factors. A case is defined here as a creative project, with the boundaries of the case being the beginning and end of the project. In keeping with the collective case study approach our prior interest rests however with an investigation into a phenomenon that binds the cases together. Each individual case therefore acts as an example of a project within which collaborative processes are embedded. Thus our investigation in the cases was constrained by our prior interest in the phenomenon of collaborative processes and what we can learn about these processes from the projects within which these projects are embedded. Any case also exists in a context and the situation is no different in the creative industries. Thus it seemed sensible to organize the cases according to the macro context of the projects, equating to a structural context of organizations, agencies, and processes enabling or constraining the initiation and sustainability of creative projects; and a micro context of the projects themselves and the collaborative processes that are embedded in them. Processes at the macro level will have consequences for the micro level and consequences at the micro level have consequences for the macro level. This approach to organizing the cases draws on Strauss and Corbin's conditional/ consequential matrix [2] . This matrix informed the design of an interview schedule used to collect data on collaborative processes. The questions used to collect data included: What does 'collaborative R&D' mean to you? What aspects of the broader situation in the creative industries are relevant to you in engaging in collaborative research and development e.g. international, government and government policy, political and economic elements, non-governmental organizations, critics, the media, the public; as well as technology and the legal context? What are the implications of any of these for collaborative R&D?
What does the process of collaborating mean to you? What was the purpose of the project? What did collaborating mean in terms of practical actions on the project? What was the sequence of actions? Were there any adjustments? Were there any consequences of 'collaborating' on one project for collaborating on another; and for how 'Collaborative R&D' can be supported by other agencies e.g. government, research councils, universities? The findings in this article derive from in-depth interviews conducted with members of two distinctive arts organizations who exploit or draw on technology to a significant extent in their work. After addressing the first question as to interviewees' understanding of collaboration, the findings are organized according to issues arising from a discussion of the macro context, the micro context, and any interactions and consequences that arise between the two. A selection of issues are then highlighted and briefly discussed under each of these main headings before concluding with an assertion of our own.
What is collaborative R&D?
Interviewees' understandings of collaborative research and development are framed by the projects with which they have been engaged. For SME1 this refers to a number of projects that now form part of a long-standing arts and technology collaboration with a university department. For SME2 collaborative R&D refers not only to arts-technology collaboration with a university department but also to a range of other collaborations with largely institutional agencies e.g. central and local government, schools. Thus, while the former has tended to focus on one productive relationship oriented around arts and technology the purpose motivating the latter collaborations has been to influence social processes as much as it has been to generate artwork. In all the projects referred to and discussed by the interviewees however a collaborative element has been present as a component of what one might call in business parlance the upstream activities associated with artistic production e.g. co-opting partners into cooperative artistic ventures, ideas generation, incubation, and production. As mentioned at the beginning of this paper, collaborations can indeed be conceived of as a partnership in which a division of labour occurs and each party brings to the collaboration specialist expertise not hitherto accessible to any of the parties involved. This is one model of collabora-TransacTions tion R&D. The more effective creative collaborations however clearly involve empathy for differing disciplinary and professional backgrounds and practices; and are educative and occasionally transformational for those concerned. From the practitioner perspective the value and benefits derived from these collaborations are thus both material and immaterial. Resources e.g. sourcing technological expertise and finance are clearly high on the agenda. The artistic motivation for engaging in collaborative R&D however is the desire to engage in a relationship that is interdisciplinary and mutually influential. Indeed the very status of being an independent and largely autonomous SME enables its practitioners to inhabit a space that cannot clearly be defined and demarcated within existing academic disciplinary boundaries. This status of being a self-governing entity supports the ethos and commitment to interdisciplinarity. Some of the consequences of being a creative SME committed to interdisciplinarity are discussed below when addressing the micro context of creative R&D collaborations.
Macro context
Any creative R&D collaboration takes place within the context of a broader situation that includes for example other arts organisations, government agencies, and research councils; as well as critics, and the general public. It is not the purpose of this article to give an overview of this macro context but in keeping with the methodology to highlight some of those aspects of the macro context that those interviewed consider to be of relevance to their work. One very practical example of the way in which the broader landscape of the creative industries has effected creative collaborations has been in the area of funding. The first of the university arts technology collaborations that SME1 engaged in during the mid1990s involved the gradual accumulation of funds from rather disparate organisations. Since then, an increasing reputation, but also a changing funding landscape in which research councils and universities have been more mindful of the impact of universities on communities and the economy in general and more systematic in their financial support for creative industries in particular has contributed to a changing macro context that is very different as of 2009 than it was a decade earlier. Besides a changing institutional and funding context, identification of the issue of artistic value is also pertinent but in quite different ways. For SME1 the macro context will be inhabited by critics and the like who create a context for the reception of their work and assign value to their work. Hence for SME1 the value of a work and its contribution to their artistic reputation is inextricably tied to and mediated by the evaluations of art critics. For SME2 though the primary purpose of the macro situation was to act as a source of organisations as varied as government, local communities organisations, and public libraries as potential partners to be co-opted into the creative process; with this arts organisation acting as a mediator in the changing of societal and social processes e.g. governmental services, city planning processes, or processes of public consultation. Here reputational value is linked more to acting as a cultural physician and in circulating ideas amongst policy-makers rather than in influencing a traditional artistic audience. For SME1 the changing technological landscape is clearly important as the exploration of the cultural significance and creative potential of new technologies is currently central to their work. A final issue identified is the relevance of the legal context. Larger SMEs will have dedicated in-house legal teams, with micro businesses sometimes having little option but to check a contract once drawn up, rather than finance its writing. This also applies to any patent application where the overheads associated with maintaining and protecting these patents prohibit this. SME1 for example currently has no intellectual property agreements with its major collaborator, with ownership built on trust with known individuals. In other collaborations agreements have been put in place, but even here what is a fair division is sometimes complex, given the intertwining of the material and immaterial aspects of an artistic work.
Micro context
Interviewees were also asked about the processes that can occur when collaborating on creative projects. It was considered that when working with technology there has to be an awareness and understanding of the constraints and opportunities afforded by that particular technology. This led, as one might expect when working with technology, to a working model favoured by SME1 that involved an iterative loop between technical development, testing, and creative outcome. As such, working very empirically through this loop and understanding the constraints of the technology and what it can offer. With regard to innovation: "You can only get a minute step forward from where the world already is. You can't create great ideas and build them. That is not our experience whatsoever" (Interviewee 1). A further factor identified was the impact of the nature of creativity on the collaborative process. The creative trajectory is most often not a linear process but a process that proceeds fitfully, often involving critical incidents and changes in direction. Flexibility from both sides as to key aspects of each others' professional practices will mitigate any negative effects of this process. A desire to preserve this creative process means that participation in larger commercially-driven and standardized collaborations can be problematic. It is considered that what is distinctive about innovation in this country is that there is such a strong tradition of small creative teams e.g. in music, design, comedy. Equipping small teams with business and marketing skills is one approach; equally supporting an ecosystem that enables a thousand flowers to bloom is another defendable approach. From the creative artistic perspective the autonomy such an approach gives is vital; from the perspective of a creative economy in which micro SMEs are encouraged to participate in larger standardized commercially-driven constellations preserving such autonomy becomes more problematic, particularly in the area of the legal ownership of work.
Conclusion
For these SMEs working in collaborations and working through the collaborative processes that arise is clearly a highly valued activity and one to which these creative SMEs are committed to.
A key interaction appears to be that between what we have called the macro context and the micro context of such collaborations; and balancing creative practice with the life support that involvement with larger institutional forms can bring. 
Abstract
The generic notion of a business model is well understood by investors and business managers and implies a number of anticipations; chiefly that it is a replicable process that produces revenues and profits. At its heart is some replicable process, artefact or proposition around which the everyday practices are formed. There are a number of reasons why this conception is weak in the Creative Industries. We have identified that the rationale for 'business models' in the Creative Industries includes providing an attractor for non goal oriented creative activity, for stabilising emergent properties from creative activities and for maintaining the stability of these by anticipating revenues.
Entrepreneurship, emergence, business models, value creating systems
The Project
This study within the overall CREATOR project was concerned with the puzzle that is inherent to creative domains; how to configure activities so as to generate income and to generate surplus income over costs. The current nomenclature for the way that an enterprise is configured such that its activities attract income in some way is the 'Business Model'. A business model is an organisation's core logic for creating value (Linder and Cantrell, 2000) . This parlance can be seen as part of impersonalising enterprises. In a context where the purpose of business is to maximise profits, then the Business Model is an astringent and depersonalised 'machine', the repetitive action of which generates income and profits. A business model will be designed to maximise profits, with very little regard for other consequences of what is done. In the case of owner managed enterprises, the singularity of purpose is perhaps not so stark. In contexts where the main purpose of an enterprise is something other than maximising profits, then conceptions of 'business model' become confusing when seen from the profit maximisation perspective taken by some investors and some corporate managers.
Marketing theory is based on the exchange of value, and in business terms, the 'value proposition' that a business offers its 'customers' is what the customers will exchange their (typically) financial resources for. To have a successful business model, an enterprise will exchange one form of value with another form of value, typically a product, function or service that enables the purchaser to create value for themselves (do something better, save time, feel good etc.), exchanged with money. In this 'normal' model of business, the value proposition is readily constructed from extant capabilities and is normally repeatable. The business model is the process by which the exchange of value is enacted. It is normally a dyadic transaction between two parties, buyer and seller. However one aspect of the wired world is that greater interconnections result in a network of value exchange, such that the simple dyadic measures of value exchange do not account for the total value produced and exchanged by the system.
The dyadic mode of conceptualising value and value exchange creates significant limitations when attempting to understand processes of value exchange in the creative sector. It does not capture the range of values that are important in the creative industries, nor the need to capture value across distributed innovation networks. The digital challenges to the industry that are rendering past notions of business obsolete include user generated content, free reproduction and distribution, innovations in the process of engagement and new ways of monetising this world, eg creative commons.
Hearn et al (2007) suggest that it would be unwise to adopt uncritically models derived from other industry sectors without considering the particular dynamic of the creative industries. They argue for 'value creating ecologies', where value creation is not a readily understood one-way process, as implied by the value chain, but instead involves systemic processes of reiteration, feedback and co-creation on the part of consumers as well as producers, where the lines between production and consumption are increasingly blurred. Shift in the conceptualization of value creation in business, termed as emergence of value ecology thinking (Hearn and Pace 2006). These shifts are from thinking about • Consumers to co creators of value • Value chains to value networks • Product value to network value • Simple co-operation or competition to complex co-opetition and • Individual firm strategy to strategy in relation to value ecologies
We found Chesbrough's distinction between value creation and value capture to be a helpful analytical difference when considering some of the cases we looked at in the Creator project. The Business Model performs two important functions [2, p2] : "it creates value and it captures a portion of that value. It creates value by defining a series of activities from raw materials through to the final consumer that will yield a new product or service with value being added throughout the various activities. The business model captures value by establishing a unique resource, asset or position within that series of activities, where the firm enjoys a competitive advantage".
Our previous work on emergence in entrepreneurial contexts, i.e. what is produced from entrepreneurial activities and how, leads us to consider that business models are themselves emergent and evolutionary. We have identified processes that appear to shape the evolution of a particular business model (EROS) (e.g. [3, 4] . Informed by Sawyer's 'Emergence Paradigm' [5] of social structures, we identify that interactions produce ephemeral emergents, which have a causal effect on the evolution of the enterprise. It seems to us that processes which produce ephemeral emergents are value creating, whereas processes that stabilise the emergent properties are value capturing.
For artists, as Thelwall [6] argues, in a cultural context, value may not be primarily acknowledged through the economics of the marketplace; indeed value may be conceived through sophisticated social understandings of reputation, peer recognition, audience reach and aesthetic and conceptual quality. Thelwall suggests that artists and cultural organisations may be well aware of untapped economic potential in their practice, but shy away from realising them, perhaps because of a pervasive myth that commercial and cultural success are somehow mutually exclusive.
This suggests that the main purpose and motivation of artists is value creation TransacTions (not capture). And the meaning of 'value' is idiosyncratic: its definition depends on the milieu in which it is situated. It is what is taken for value within that set of interconnections that guides and shapes the performance of the creative person, be they artist or programmer. What emerges from a valuecreating model is existential value in its context. Such a model does not 'capture' value; it produces or creates the potential for value capture. This potential, and perhaps the emergent properties (ie what is produced, such as emergent structures or 'emergents') of the creative activity, is ephemeral; it exists but its trace may disappear. What drives the value creation process is the anticipation of inherent value or reputational benefits for the creator, i.e., that their individual or collective efforts are recognised by their salient community (made salient by a resonant value system). Such recognition may include financial rewards, such as public grants.
A value capture model is one we argue, in which explicit rewards are anticipated; typically financial rewards. Such models are more de-personalised, though not entirely, as reputation provides value. In order to be part of a value capturing system, the created emergent properties need to become stabilised. The anticipation of their future captured value is the motivation for their stabilisation. For as long as this anticipation exists, the emergents are stabilised. They may of course be modified in small ways as the anticipation changes. Typically such stabilisation comes through codification, e.g. as a contract to perform or exchange, extant intellectual property rights, cloning kits, value propositions, artefacts etc.
Case studies
We looked specifically at two case studies of enterprises that appear to be situated in creative ecologies; networks of creative people and activities and consumers of the created. In both cases they appeared to act in multiple roles; referring to themselves as being in a mixed economy of financial models and creative.
iShed is a Community Interest Company (ie has a legally registered form) acting as a broker. iShed team spots or selects individuals or companies to support them in exploring creative potential of new technologies. These individuals or companies do not have fund nor platform themselves to engage in such an activity. Funding is then sought by iShed for supporting such a project. Their financing comes from public and private sector, with Hewlett Packard being a significant sponsor, making emerging technologies available for creative people to use, in the expectation that some exploitable benefit will arise from this process. The 'value capturing' structure of HP and the value creating structures of the iShed networks are linked by the multiple activities of iShed.
SCAN is an agency developing media arts set up as a platform for collaboration and sharing of resources between 12 consortium members in Southern UK. SCAN works in partnership with various individuals, groups and institutions on national and international level to commission innovative projects that combine disciplines from arts, media, humanities, science and technology. It explores ideas, sites and tools showing the creative potential that media arts offer. SCAN works extensively within the higher education sector on research projects, realising public outputs and outcomes from research and brokering partnerships. It is mainly financed by public funds and has to demonstrate that it is creating equivalent value from its activity from attracting in-kind resources and non financial valued outcomes (as they say, a stimulator as well as an energy attractor).
Creating and stabilising emergent properties
In their own ways, both of these enterprises have, as a basic logic, the creation of linkages between value creation and value capture systems or ecologies. They provide closure to structural holes between two systems or ecologies that have different values and motives. They provide a structuring function, or attractor to a value creating ecology whose main motive is non-financial value creation.
They also have a capability to stabilise the ephemeral emergents sufficiently to introduce these into value capturing ecologies, ie the market.
The analysis of these cases to date is incomplete but it suggests that three types of business model are necessary for creative people and activities to produce financial value in a reproducible form. The first is a model that creates the conditions for creativity and reputation by establishing attractors; typically resources for co-operation. The second is a model that stabilises the emergent properties of the first; typically the creation of codified knowledge. The third is one that enables the exchange of monetary value for this codified knowledge, and is more recognisable as a business model by investors
The pursuit of practice-based research in the UK is increasingly coloured by a sustained policy preoccupation with understanding and stimulating the connections between 'creativity', industry and research in order to promote economic development. Looking to the 'creative industries' as a source of economic strength is nothing new in the UK (one need only recall the 'Cool Britannia' branding of the last decade), and reflects broader policy shifts towards economically harnessing creativity (e.g., the United Nations Creative Economy Report advocates creativity as a potential economic driver for so called developing countries) [1] . With economic prospects looking increasingly grim both nationally and within higher education in particular, however, it is no surprise that creative, practice-led research is being looked to more and more as a resource for potentially commercial benefit, and that the potential of delivering such benefits is an ever more important criterion for such work [2] .
The danger of looking for commercial pay-offs from practice-based research is that it may construe the organisation and potential outcomes of such investigations too narrowly. Given that such research commonly produces a variety of technological prototypes, it is tempting to assume a linear model of technological transfer whereby basic research can reap commercial reward through application, development and diffusion as the most direct and measurable form of impact for such collaborations [3] . However, our exploration of collaborative modes suggests that forms and impacts of creative partnerships may be wider in scope and less straightforward in development than assumed [4] . The purpose of this note, then, is to explore the variety of research outcomes, or impacts, produced by creative, practice-led projects, and the organisational forms that such projects take in order to produce those outcomes, in the hope of questioning assumptions about the benefits that might properly be expected from this style of research.
Case Studies: Energy, the Environment and Practice-Led Research
In order to inform our exploration of creative, practice-led projects, we conducted a survey of interdisciplinary projects involving creative practitioners to better understand how they were organised and the types of outcomes and impacts they made. We focused on projects dealing with the energy and the environment as a methodological device for narrowing our search while providing access to a wide range of practices that are both active and topical. In choosing such practice-led collaborations we sought to expose novel mediations between technological research, energy related practices, the environment, publics and users.
The case studies we explored exhibited a wide diversity of forms in terms of disciplinary contributors, forms of collaboration, outputs and outcomes, and approaches to engagement. For instance, forms of collaboration included various groupings of university departments, large and small corporate organizations, funding agencies, government departments, galleries, museums and homes. Outcomes ranged from domestic appliances to journal articles, and from participatory workshops to Ph.D. theses. The sites of engagement range from contemporary art to consumer products and from industrial trade shows to policy intervention. Finally, the case studies revealed different ways in which publics and users were mobilised during both project development and dissemination. Moreover, our case studies often blurred the distinctions between collaborators, users, process and output. Reporting the full range of collaborations and outputs embodied by the 100+ examples we looked at is beyond the scope of this paper. For the purposes of this discussion, then, we briefly describe three case studies, the 'Wattson' energy meter, 'ERAR-AT' environmental monitor, and the 'Static!' Project, which illustrate research configurations typical of our results.
Wattson is a consumer product that allows people to monitor their domestic electricity consumption. It was designed and is marketed by the London based product design studio DIY KYOTO. Wattson indicates energy consumption via a numerical display and by emitting one of three 'ambient' colours to signify light, medium or heavy usage. DIY KYOTO present Wattson as a device to promote and facilitate more costefficient electricity usage practices. Arguably, the novelty of the monitor lies in its aesthetics as an artefact that can be placed on display amid the landscape of other decorative objects within the home, rather than hidden away as a mere meter. Of relevance here is that the collaboration involved relatively few authors and stakeholders, the output was restricted to a commercial product (as opposed to, for instance, descriptions of process) and prospective users were conceived as environmentally concerned consumers rather than, for example, collaborators or discussants.
The ERAR-AT (Environmental Risk Assessment Rover) is an artwork created in 2008 by two artists, working under the name EcoArtTech. It is an apparatus that uses its own GPS coordinates to gather local risk and environmental data (for example air quality, local road traffic accident reports and current US terrorist warning levels) for video projection onto nearby surfaces. EcoArtTech articulate the device as a sustainable technology that draws attention to the persistent technoscientific failures of modernity and the ensuing technological practices and discourses of risk. It is one of a number of artworks by which EcoArtTech draw attention to issues relating to the environment. This project also involved a limited number of contributors, but in contrast to the last its output is an artwork that depends on the variety of sites within which it operates for its meaning. Consequently it encourages discussion and comment among an openended public rather than addressing the end-user simply as consumer.
Our final case study is the STATIC! Project, run by the Swedish Interaction Institute between 2004 and 2005. STATIC! set out to investigate and promote awareness of energy use through the discipline of interaction design. In contrast to the previous two projects, disciplinary contributors were diverse, and there were multiple stakeholders including academic, government and commercial agencies. In addition, the project used a variety of design-led methods to encourage cooperation between designers and prospective users. Outputs of STATIC! included domestic product prototypes, such as an energy aware power cord that emits light patterns signifying varying levels of energy being used, but the project also resourced the production of postgraduate theses, symposiums, workshops and seminars, and publications.
Even these three case studies reflect a bewildering range of participants, organisational arrangements, practices, outcomes and potential impacts. In the following section, we introduce the notion of creative assemblages to help understand the possibilities for research illustrated by these projects.
Creative Assemblages
Inspired by developments within the sociology of science and technology, we draw upon the notion of assemblage to help us understand the interweaving of practices, technologies, institutions, authors, knowledge and issues constituting the case studies [5] . The notion of creative assemblages is useful in sensitising us to how practice-led research is heterogeneously composed, the manner in which such initiatives occupy, or territorialize, contexts of interdisciplinary knowledge, how they can be continually in the process of development, circulation and dissemination and to the assembling practices of creative practitioners in building outcomes, alliances and publics. In short, the notion allows us to appreciate and make legible a range of project forms, including not only simple collaborations producing easily articulated outcomes, but also the more sprawling, multidimensional collectives that produce a variety of seemingly less coordinated outcomes. The conjoint term creative assemblage attunes us to how creativity can be acknowledged as an effect of such assembling process rather than the residual capacities of an individual innovation author. With this in mind we have tentatively identified three models of creative assemblages: 1) Compact and closed assemblages are efforts explicitly oriented to a single outcome, a specific issue and a particular use such as product development. The organisation tends to involve relatively few participants, and crucially, this form of assemblage is characterised by protection of intellectual property and development process. The Wattson energy monitor is a case in point.
2) Compact and open assemblages: again, undertakings concentrating on a single outcome, however compact and open assemblages disclose intellectual property, technologies and processes and as such demonstrate openness. This allows the potential for a wider variety of impacts than the 'product' alone, including public participation, media attention, and potential spin-offs of the technologies themselves. The ERAR-AT typifies this model.
3) Loose and open assemblages are endeavours supported by multiple agencies, mobilizing interdisciplinary knowledge and practices, resourcing multiple outcomes and in doing so occupying diverse contexts, seeking relevance to and enrolling multiple publics, users and audiences. Such projects work to make as many connections as possible. STATIC! exemplifies the loose, emergent mode of such assemblages.
Of course, the three modes are not mutually exclusive, nor exhaustive (for instance, we suspect loose but closed assemblages occur, though we did not find examples of these). Rather, our characterisation is a heuristic allowing us to consider 'logics' of interdisciplinarity beyond accountability and transfer and to avoid linear conceptualisations of innovation.
Beyond Unitary Outcomes
Implied in the models of assemblage we suggest above is that practice-led projects can be characterised by two underlying dimensions of 'looseness' and 'openness', and moreover that these dimensions are correlated. In other words, assemblages that are relatively compact in terms of their disciplinary collaboration and goals will tend to produce outputs that are relatively closed and constrained, amenable to intellectual property protection. These are the sorts of projects that the transfer model fits well. Some of the most exciting assemblages we discovered, however, were both loose and open. They involved a dynamically shifting cast of contributors ranging from core project partners to network members and ad hoc participants, and produced outcomes ranging from prototypes on the one hand to community events, press coverage, postgraduate researchers and a research community on the other. Rather than producing a clear transfer of intellectual property for commercial gain, such projects arguably create the conditions in which intellectual property can be developed by a wide variety of people in a broad range of settings.
Clearly our report is preliminary, and in this brief note we can only highlight some of our findings. We hope to contribute, nonetheless, to a discussion about the vast range of creative collaborations that occur, the wide variety of beneficial outputs these might produce, and how the notion of creative assemblages can help us understand these benefits in ways that go beyond simplistic notions of transfer. For it is certainly the case that creative, practice-led research can produce economic as well as cultural benefits. But it is equally certain that too narrow a conception of the appropriate organisation and outputs of such research will result in its unique benefits being lost.
